The cross-spreads are well suited 3D subsets for (land or OBC) data recorded with an orthogonal geometry. We derive a computationally efficient full-wave method for their imaging, as this approach allows a systematic control of dip illumination and alias. Its derivation from diffraction tomography is shown, and a physical interpretation is given. The cross-spread data in the transformed domain D(ω,k g ,k s ) are processed to reconstruct the image O(k x ,k y ,k z ) in the wavenumber domain. Application to seismic data is discussed, and a way to accommodate irregular sampling is also proposed. Results on synthetic data show the correctness and the potentialities of this approach.
Introduction
A typical acquisition layout for land or OBC is the orthogonal geometry: a well suited 3D minimal data set for this layout is the cross-spread (briefly, CS). Minimal data sets (MDS, see Padhi et al.,1997) are single fold 3D subsets of the 5D pre-stack volume, which sample adequately subsurface reflectors. Generally, an MDS is a 2D (+time) manifold in the 4D (+time) pre-stack spatial coordinate volume (s x ,s y ,r x ,r y ). 3D MDS examples are: common source or common receiver gathers (areal patterns), cross-spreads (consisting of two orthogonal lines of sources and receivers) or even more complex geometries as a vertical source distribution in a well together with a circular distribution of receivers on the surface, centered on the well. Each MDS type has its own limitations in dip illumination and resolution that must be considered.
Cross-spreads represent an attractive geometry for processing land or OBC 3D seismic data by subsets (Vermeer, 1998) . However, the tiling of CS's (and generally of any MDS), that should be optimized according to the subsurface dips, can cause negative effects in imaging (as analyzed in Vermeer et al., 1998) . A way to cope with the described limitations is to use a full-wave approach to image CS data in the transform domain, systematically controlling dip illumination and alias.
Cross-spread wave equation imaging algorithm
We briefly recall the relations that link the scatterer's distribution in the wavenumber domain O(k 0 ) (k 0 has components k x ,k y ,k z ) to the wavefield generated by the sources, backscattered, and then recorded at the geophones. We consider incident and reflected monochromatic plane waves described by the wave vectors k s and k g , that are characterized by their pulsation ω. Ιn an homogeneous medium with velocity v we have |k s |=|k g |= ω/v. According to diffraction tomography approach in 3D, the following relation holds:
Thus, at pulsation ω, each wavenumber k 0 of the reconstructed image is illuminated by all the couples of plane waves k s (ψ,k 0 ), k g (ψ,k 0 ) that satisfy relation (1) (see Woodward, 1992 and Wu et al., 1987) . This condition can be sketched as a spinning-top, as shown in figure 1 . Each couple k s , k g corresponds to a simple plane wave scattering experiment: the wave equation imaging of O(k 0 ) implies the average of the results of the experiments related to all the couples k s , k g belonging to the spinning top.
I. Physical interpretation
In the case of point sources (receivers), spherical waves are generated. In the wavenumber domain, they correspond to spheres with radius ω/v. If we had a grid of monochromatic sources (receivers) properly phased, the generated spherical waves would interfere destructively everywhere but on a single direction (a point on the sphere in the wavenumber domain) thus creating an incident (reflected) plane wave characterized by a value of k s (k g ). In the case of line sources and line receivers, as it happens for the crossspread data, cylindrical or conical waves are generated; in the wavenumber domain this corresponds to a set of (1): all couples contributing to the image of the wavenumber k0 belong to the spinning-top. They are described by the parameter ψ, the angle that describes the girdle. The cone aperture α is linked to experiment parameters as cos α = | k0|⋅v/2ω.
; • circles in the transformed image domain laying on spheres centered in the origin (fixed ω) correspond to ellipses in the transformed data domain laying on planes again correspondent to fixed ω (sections of the hyperboloids).
Thus, the amplitude of the scatterer's distribution in the wavenumber domain in k 0 can be estimated by averaging the transformed CS wavefield D(ω,k g ,k s ) along all the sections of the corresponding hyperboloid. A section at constant ω is an ellipse centered in:
with axes:
The angle between the major axis and the k g axis is -θ , where θ and φ are azimuth and elevation of k 0 respectively. It's of outmost importance to analyze how data are explored when θ and φ vary: figure 4 shows how the data are fully explored, so all the information in CS data can be completely extracted.
The computational cost of the proposed approach is comparable to a Kirchhoff post-stack migration algorithm (as every image point is obtained by averaging on a spherical wave plane wave conical wave 
. Indeed, the proposed domain mapping can be a useful tool to implement other wave-equation algorithms. Thus, for example, CS continuation can be obtained by (implicitly) chaining the two steps of migration and modeling (averaging on an hyperboloid and averaging on a torus), exactly as for shot continuation kinematics in time domain (see Spagnolini et al., 1996) .
II. Mathematical background
The same formulation can be directly derived by rewriting the 3D expression of the scatterer's distribution (diffraction tomography in 3D, constant ω) for the CS acquisition geometry in the frequency-space domain. The reconstructed image at each wavenumber k 0 can be expressed as:
The reconstructed image O(k x ,k y ,k z ) is obtained by averaging the results of the experiments for all shot/receiver (s,g) couples, while satisfying relation (1) (ψ is the parameter that describes the girdle). As cross-spread can be defined by (x s =0 ; y g =0), expression (4) can be easily simplified to a 2D Fourier transform over the two spatial dimensions. Thus, the imaging of cross-spread data can be expressed as (for each wavenumber k 0 and fixed ω):
The integration path (the girdle) described by ψ is the ellipse, whose center and axes are expressed by relations (2) and (3).
Application to seismic data
Real acquisition geometries usually present irregular sampling. Even it has been derived for regularly sampled CS's, the proposed technique can handle irregularities of receiver and source lines by simply substituting weighted DFT to the spatial FFT's of CS data. Moreover, sampling irregularities can also be handled by a regularization operator, such as the 3D shot continuation operator, as for preprocessing.
A main advantage of the proposed approach is the possibility to balance the achievable image spatial resolution with the algorithm computational costs, relating the image O(k x ,k y ,k z ) sampling to the maximum frequency of the seismic wavelet and to the cross-spread spatial extent and sampling. However, particular care has to be taken to avoid aliasing of CS transformed data D(ω,k g ,k s ). 
Conclusions
Since CS's are a well suited 3D minimal data set for land or OBC orthogonal acquisition layouts, we proposed a fullwave method for their imaging. A new and fast way to process CS's is derived by exploiting 3D diffraction tomography in the transformed domain D(ω,k g ,k s ). Tests on synthetic data show the potentialities of this approach as an imaging tool, and its usefulness when ray-based Kirchhoff imaging suffers from uneven illumination and aliasing noise. Moreover, irregular CS sampling can also be analyzed, for real acquisition geometries. 
